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ABSTRACT 

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the third most common cancer type in the Western world. Over one 

million patients are diagnosed worldwide yearly. A family history of CRC is a major risk factor for 

CRC. The total genetic contribution to disease development is estimated to be 35%. High-risk 

syndromes caused by known genes such as familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP) and Lynch 

Syndrome (LS) explain less than 5% of that number. Recently, several genome-wide association 

studies (GWAS) have independently found numerous loci at which common single-nucleotide 

polymorphisms (SNPs) modestly influence the risk of developing colorectal cancer. In total, germline 

mutations in known genes and moderate- and low risk variants are today suggested to explain 10-15% 

of the total genetic burden. Hence, predisposed genetic factor are still left to be found.  

The aim of paper I was to investigate if 11 published loci reported to be associated with an increased 

or decreased risk of colorectal cancer could be confirmed in a Swedish-based cohort. The cohort was 

composed of 1786 cases and 1749 controls that were genotyped and analyzed statistically. Genotype–

phenotype analysis, for all 11 SNPs and sex, age of onset, family history of CRC and tumor location, 

was performed. Of 11 loci, 5 showed statistically significant odds ratios similar to previously 

published findings. Most of the remaining loci showed similar OR to previous publications. Four 

statistically significant genotype–phenotype associations were reported.  

The aim of paper II was to further study these 11 SNPs and their possible correlation with 

morphological features in tumors. We analyzed 15 histological features in 1572 CRC cases. Five 

SNPs showed statistically significant associations with morphological parameters. The parameters 

were poor differentiation, mucin production, decreased frequency of Crohn-like peritumoral reaction 

and desmoplastic response.  

The aim of paper III was to identify new CRC loci using a genome wide linkage analysis. We used 

121 non-FAP/LS colorectal cancer families and genotyped 600 subjects using SNP array chips. No 

statistically significant result was found. However, suggestive linkage was found in the parametric 

analysis. This was observed in a recessive model for high-risk families, at locus 9q31.1 (HLOD=2.2) 

and for moderate-risk families, at locus Xp22.33 (LOD=2.2 and HLOD=2.5). Using families with 

early-onset, recessive analysis suggested one locus on 4p16.3 (LOD=2.2) and one on 17p13.2 

(LOD/HLOD=2.0). Our linkage study adds support for the previously suggested region on 

chromosome 9 and suggests three additional loci to be involved in colorectal cancer risk.  

It is debated whether CRC is a single entity or two different entities, colon- and rectal cancer. Studies 

have recognized their molecular differences. The aim of paper IV was to identify novel colon- and 

rectal loci. We performed a genome wide linkage analysis using 32 colon- and 56 rectal cancer 

families. No LOD or HLOD score above three was observed. However, results close to three could be 

demonstrated. A maximum HLOD= 2.49 at locus 6p21.1-p12.1 and HLOD= 2.55 at locus 18p11.2 

was observed for the colon- and rectal cancer families respectively. Exome sequencing was done, on 

colon and rectal patients, in these regions of interest. We report 25 variants mutated in family 

members on chromosome 6 and 27 variants on chromosome 18. Further studies are ongoing to 

elucidate the importance of these variants.  

Keywords: Colorectal cancer, SNP (single nucleotide polymorphism), association studies, linkage 

analysis, exome sequencing.  
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1 INTRODUCTION  

1.1 COLORECTAL CANCER 

1.1.1 Incidence 

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the third most common cancer type in the western world and 

more than one million new cases are diagnosed yearly. The annual mortality rate is almost 

400,000 and CRC is ranked as fourth among cancer related deaths. It affects men and women 

equally, and represents 9.4% and 10.1% of all cancers respectively (Haggar & Boushey, 

2009). In Sweden, over 6,000 cases are diagnosed with colon- or rectal cancer every year and 

the mortality rate is over 2,600 yearly. CRC is counted as the third most common cancer type 

among men and women (Johansson, 2013; Socialstyrelsen, 2012).   

The highest incidence rates are observed in Australia, New Zealand, Canada, United States 

and Western Europe whilst the lowest are seen in parts of Asia, Africa and South America. 

Interestingly, when moving from a low-risk to a high-risk country, it has been proposed that 

the incidence number for off-springs tend to increase to that of the new host county. This 

demonstrate the importance of lifestyle and environmental factors among different countries 

(Haggar & Boushey, 2009). 

1.1.2 Risk factors 

CRC can be distinguished between familial and sporadic forms, where familial represents the 

minority. However, having a family history of the disease is one major risk factor for 

developing the disease. The risk increases more than twofold when having a first degree 

relative with CRC and more than four times with more than one relative with CRC (Johns & 

Houlston, 2001). A large twin study comparing the genetic and environmental contribution to 

cancer development showed that 35% are due to hereditable factors (Lichtenstein et al., 

2000). 

A personal history of Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD); ulcerative colitis (inflammation of 

the mucosa of colon and rectum) or Crohn disease (inflammation of the bowel wall) increases 

the risk of developing CRC. It has been proposed that the increased relative risk of colorectal 

cancer in IBD patients would be 4 to 20-fold (Haggar & Boushey, 2009).  

Smoking is highly correlated to lung cancer but it is also estimated that up to 12 % of CRC 

cases are attributable to smoking (Haggar & Boushey, 2009). Also, the role of alcohol 

consumption and CRC are debated, and pooled data shows an increased risk in developing 

CRC for individuals drinking more than 45g alcohol/day (Cho et al., 2004). 

Studies have shown that dietary habits affect the risks of developing CRC. A high 

consumption of red meat and fat, mainly animal fat, increases the risk of developing CRC 

whereas higher intake of dietary fibre, vegetables and fruits lower the risks. Obesity has 

shown association to CRC whereas physical activity have a protective effect against CRC 

(Haggar & Boushey, 2009).  
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Additionally, it has been proposed that aspirin and NSAIDs (non-steroidal anti-inflammatory 

drugs) have a protective effect on CRC. Even a minimum aspirin intake of 75mg /day reduces 

the risk of disease development (Din et al., 2010). A recent study concluded that a minimum 

of five years use of prophylactic aspirin, 75-325 mg/day, would be favorable and reduce the 

cancer risk (Cuzick et al., 2014). Estrogen intake is known to have a protective effect against 

microsatellite instability (MSI) (described 1.2.2), whereas lack of estrogen, in older women, 

escalates the risk of instability. This pinpoints the protective effect of hormone replace 

therapy (Slattery et al., 2001).  

1.1.3 Pathological features in tumors 

Each tumor is unique when it comes to histopathological parameters. Pathologists use 

standardized protocols when categorizing tumors (paper II). 

TNM classification is a system to divide the tumor into a level/stage to evaluate the spread. T 

is referring to the spread of the primary tumor, N to the spread in lymph nodes and M 

indicates the occurrence of distant metastases.  

Medullary carcinoma is a rare CRC variant characterized by sheets of malignant cells with 

vesicular nuclei, prominent nucleoli and abundant pink cytoplasm exhibiting prominent 

infiltration by intraepithelial lymphocytes. It has been associated with MSI-H (Jessurun, 

Romero-Guadarrama, & Manivel, 1999).  

Tumor grading is used to state the grade of differentiation. A well differentiated tumor is 

described as low-grade while a poorly differentiated tumor is high graded. A high graded 

tumor is an adverse prognostic factor (Compton, 2003).  

A tumor with mucin production, i.e. more than 50% of pools of extracellular mucin 

containing malignant epithelium is referred to as a mucinous adenocarcinoma. Mucinous 

differentiation has been reported with an association to mismatch repair protein deficiency 

(Langner et al., 2012).  

Tumor infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) are T-lymphocytes (intraepithelial and primarily 

cytotoxic) that exist in tumor tissue. The existence of TILs is associated with a better 

prognosis due to their implication in killing the tumor cells (Zhang et al., 2003).  

Crohn-like peritumoral lymphocytic reaction (CLR) represents an immune response towards 

the tumor and is defined as the occurrence of nodular aggregates of B-lymphocytes (mostly) 

deep to the advancing tumor front, in muscularis propria or pericolic adipose tissue. CLR is 

associated with improved survival, intense TILs at the tumor edge, lower incidence of nodal 

metastasis and right sided carcinomas (Graham & Appelman, 1990). 

Desmoplasia is often seen in CRC and is characterized by an intense fibrous reaction around 

infiltrating tumor tissue. It is demonstrated that desmoplasia may inhibit cancer invasiveness 

by building a barrier against tumor diffusion and thus act as a protecting factor (Caporale et 

al., 2005). 
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Necrosis is when cells are injured and follows by premature cell death. Tumor necrosis is 

usually seen in CRC.  

Perineural invasion describes tumor cells that infiltrates underneath the perineurium at the 

margin of the tumor or deep to it. It has shown independently to be associated with poor CRC 

prognosis (Compton, 2003).   

Vascular invasion is an independent prognostic factor and has two components; blood vessel 

invasion and lymphatic vessel invasion. Both are shown to be associated with a decreased 

survival in CRC (Minsky & Mies, 1989). 

Budding is defined as presence of individual cells or small clusters of tumor cells at the 

invading front of the tumor. This is an independent prognostic factor but associated with 

lymph node metastasis and also with more advanced TNM stage tumors (Grizzi, Celesti, 

Basso, & Laghi, 2012).  

Tumor margin configuration has been described to have prognostic significance that is 

independent of stage. A tumor with a circumscribed smooth-pushing pattern is a better 

prognostic factor as compared to an infiltrative irregular pattern of growth (Compton, 2003; 

Jass, Love, & Northover, 1987).  

1.1.4 Age, gender and location  

Studies have shown that cancer appears later in life in women compared to men and that the 

survival rate is higher for women under 50 compared to men. This figure is reversed for older 

women, most likely due to the decreased level of estrogen later in life (Koo & Leong, 2010). 

The CRC risk increases with age and for a non-familial case the average age at diagnosis is 

older than 65 years (Weiss et al., 2011). Most CRC cases, 90%, are diagnosed after the age of 

50. However, familial cases are present earlier in life (Haggar & Boushey, 2009). Some 

studies argue that younger cases (<50) generally are present with a later cancer stage and 

poorly differentiated tumor at diagnosis. This might be due to more aggressive tumors in 

young patients or the lack of screening or awareness of having a predisposed increased risk 

for CRC in this group (Fairley et al., 2006). A Swedish study by Ghazi et al. concluded that 

younger cases have higher degree of perineural invasion and infiltrative tumor margin as well 

as later stage tumors at diagnosis (Ghazi et al., 2012).  

It has been demonstrated that gender differences in tumor location occurs, where female seem 

to have more proximal colon cancers and males more distal colon- and rectal cancers (Koo & 

Leong, 2010). It has also been described that female patients more commonly has tumors 

with TILs (tumor infiltrating lymphocytes) and tumors of medullary type whereas males has 

a higher frequency of infiltrative tumor margin (Ghazi et al., 2012).  

So far, no one has managed to biologically answer the question about the differences on 

cancer location. Bulfill et al. published a theory about the molecular mechanism and site 

where he proposed that proximal tumors seem to be equal to hereditary non-polyposis 
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colorectal cancer (HNPCC) when it comes to the molecular mechanism. On the contrary, 

distal tumors are more like polyposis-associated colorectal cancer syndromes (Bufill, 1990). 

Another study presented survival differences for adenocarcinoma patients. The median 

survival was 78 and 89 months for right- and left-sided cancers respectively. Correcting for 

confounding variables, the mortality risk was still higher for patients with right- compared to 

left sided tumors (Meguid, Slidell, Wolfgang, Chang, & Ahuja, 2008). In Swedish cases, 

right sided tumors were larger, later stage, often more poorly differentiated, had more mucin 

production and more peritumoral lymphocytic infiltrate and higher level of TILs compared to 

left colon and rectal tumors (Ghazi et al., 2012).  

The following sections will discuss genetic components underlying CRC.  

1.2 PATHWAYS TO COLORECTAL CANCER 

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is characterized by uncontrolled cell growth in colon, rectum or the 

appendix. The tumor cells have a capacity to invade neighboring tissue and metastasize. The 

colorectal cancer development process is one of the most well characterized pathways and the 

availability of biopsies from the different histopathological steps has led to the molecular 

pathogenesis of CRC. The development from normal colonic epithelium to adenoma and 

further to carcinoma is due to progressive accumulations of genetic and epigenetic alterations 

(Fearon & Vogelstein, 1990; Kinzler & Vogelstein, 1996). Three types of genes are involved 

in the carcinogenesis; tumor suppressor genes, oncogenes and DNA repair genes.  

Tumor suppressor genes protect cells from progressing to cancer. When mutated, the gene 

loses the function of controlling the cell cycle, apoptosis, growth factors and signaling 

pathways. Three main tumor suppressor genes occurs in CRC development; APC, DCC and 

P53 (TP53) (Fearon & Vogelstein, 1990). Mutant tumor suppressor genes are usually 

recessive, and follow the “two hit hypothesis”, which means that both alleles coding for a 

protein must be damaged for an affect to occur (Knudson, 1971). Usually, mutation in only 

one allele does not affect protein production. However, exceptions occur; some mutations in 

the P53 gene only require “one hit” to lose its function (Baker, Markowitz, Fearon, Willson, 

& Vogelstein, 1990). 

Proto-oncogenes/oncogenes have a dominant effect; only one allele has to be mutated for the 

gene to be over activated and thus trigger the cancer development. KRAS is the primary 

oncogene in CRC tumorigenesis (Fearon & Vogelstein, 1990).  

Errors, such as insertions or deletions, which evolved during DNA replication, are repaired 

by DNA repair genes. Colorectal cancer development is strongly associated with mutations in 

the mismatch repair (MMR) pathway. Mutations in MMR genes, MLH1, MSH2, MSH6 or 

PMS2 will lead to accumulation of mutations in microsatellites and further to tumor 

development (Shibata, Peinado, Ionov, Malkhosyan, & Perucho, 1994).  
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1.2.1 Chromosomal instability (CIN) pathway  

In 1990, Fearon and Vogelstein proposed that colorectal cancer is a result from mutational 

activation of oncogenes together with an inactivation of tumor suppressor genes (Fearon & 

Vogelstein, 1990). This multistep model (figure 1), adenoma-carcinoma sequence, suggests 

how the genetic alterations relate in order during tumor progression. The mutation 

accumulation is characterized by events of chromosomal aberrations in the chromosomal 

instability (CIN) pathway.  

The first genetic event in the adenoma-carcinoma sequence is a mutation in the tumor 

suppressor gene APC, where a second inactivating mutation of the other allele leads to 

activation of the WNT-signaling pathway (Bodmer, Bailey, Bodmer, Bussey, Ellis, Gorman, 

Lucibello, Murday, Rider, Scambler, Sheer, et al., 1987). Mutations in APC are seen in up to 

80% of all colorectal adenomas and carcinomas (Miyoshi et al., 1992). Germline mutations in 

APC are found in patients with familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP), an autosomal 

dominant condition (Groden et al., 1991), which will be discussed in chapter 1.3.1.1.  

An activating mutation in the KRAS oncogene occurs early in this multistep process. KRAS is 

involved in normal tissue signaling (Kranenburg, 2005). A mutation in KRAS leads to 

adenoma growth and progression and is found in about 50% of adenomas and carcinomas 

(Bos, 1989).  

Moreover, allelic losses of chromosome 17p and 18q are extensively well-known late in the 

process (Fearon & Vogelstein, 1990) and leads to tumor development which is seen in up to 

75% and 73% in colorectal carcinomas respectively. Most tumors show allelic loss on both 

17p and 18q, rather than loss on either of them alone (Vogelstein et al., 1988). For the region 

on 18q, allelic loss mainly occurs later in the adenoma-carcinoma process. The most 

prominent genes to be involved are SMAD2 and SMAD4. Both encode key signaling 

molecules in the transforming growth factor β (TGFβ) pathway and are involved in cell 

growth, differentiations, matrix production and apoptosis. These genes are also mutated in 

CRC cases (Eppert et al., 1996; Leslie, Carey, Pratt, & Steele, 2002). The region on 

chromosome 17p contains the gene P53, which has the ability to, in the presence of DNA 

damage, prevent cell proliferation, stimulate DNA repair but also promote apoptosis if repair 

is insufficient. Alterations of P53 or allelic loss at 17q exist at a low frequency early in the 

process and in up to 75% of carcinomas, pinpointing that the functional inactivation of P53 

plays a role late in the adenoma-carcinoma sequence (Baker et al., 1989; Leslie et al., 2002). 

Figure 1.  Schematic view over genetic events in the CIN pathway. 

 
Adapted and modified from Fearon and Vogelstein1990. 
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1.2.2 Microsatellite instability (MSI) pathway  

Microsatellites are short repetitive DNA sequences of 1-6 base pairs in length, distributed 

throughout the genome. The microsatellite instability (MSI) pathway is characterized by a 

deficiency in the mismatch repair (MMR) system. The MMR genes are responsible for 

recognizing and repairing mismatched bases in the DNA strand during replication. A 

deficient MMR system leads to erroneous insertions or deletions in microsatellites which 

consequently leads to alleles with different sizes and frameshift mutations, which can end up 

in a truncated protein (Bogaert & Prenen, 2014; Peltomaki, 2001).  

The MSI pathway is present in about 15% of sporadic CRC cases and in Lynch syndrome 

(Aaltonen et al., 1993; Peltomaki, 2001). MMR gene deficiency can be due to a germline 

mutation (alone) and/or a second hit (mutation mainly in MLH1, MSH2, MSH6 or PMS2) as 

in LS tumors (which will be discussed in 1.3.1.2). In sporadic cases the MLH1 inactivation is 

due to hypermethylation of the promotor (Kuismanen, Holmberg, Salovaara, de la Chapelle, 

& Peltomaki, 2000). Moreover, sporadic MSI-H tumors is characterized by widespread DNA 

hypermethylation (Cunningham et al., 1998).  

MSI is graded by the amount of instability in the tumor; MSI-H (high), MSI-L (low) and 

MSS (stable). Tumors with a high level of MSI have at least more than a hundred times 

higher mutation rate than normal cells (Parsons et al., 1993). Phenotypic tumor characteristics 

are right-sided location, mucinous cell type and manifestation of tumor infiltrating 

lymphocytes (Bogaert & Prenen, 2014).  

Additional MSI associated mutations are seen in genes as TGFβR2, MSH3, MSH6, TCF4 and 

BAX (Peltomaki, 2001).   

1.2.3 Epigenetic alterations 

It has been suggested that epigenetics have a considerable effect on CRC development, both 

independently and in interaction with genetic events.  

The CpG island methylator phenotype (CIMP) is characterized by high rate of methylated 

CpG islands in genes. CpG islands are approximately 1kb of GC-rich DNA sequence often 

located near the promotor of genes. Methylation, addition of a methyl group (CH3) to the 

CpG site cysteine in the promotor in tumor suppressor genes like APC and MLH1, is 

associated with CRC (Jones & Laird, 1999). This interference event leads through 

transcriptional silence to gene inactivation.  

It is proposed that CIMP CRCs develop via the serrated neoplasia
1
 pathway (Jass et al., 

2000). The serrated neoplasia pathway has been reported to be associated, not only with DNA 

                                                 

1
 Criteria’s for serrated polyposis are: two larger (>1cm in diameter) polyps mainly in proximal colon, a first degree relative with serrated 

polyps and also having >30 polyps spread in colon. 
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methylation and MSI, but also with mutations in BRAF and KRAS (Sweetser, Smyrk, & 

Sugumar, 2011). It has been suggested that CIMP positive tumors can be classified into 

subgroups: CIMP-H (high degree of methylated genes) + MSI + BRAF mutations (rare KRAS 

+ P53); CIMP-L (low degree of methylated genes) + KRAS mutations (rare MSI, BRAF and 

P53); and the non-CIMP group + P53 mutations (rare MSI, BRAF and KRAS). CIMP-H and 

CIMP-L seem to be found primarily in proximal colon whereas non-CIMP tumors mainly 

exist in distal colon (Shen et al., 2007). Similar classifications are done but with addition of a 

fourth group; non-CIMP + low frequency of gene mutations, which mainly associates with 

rectal tumors (Bogaert & Prenen, 2014). 

1.3 COLORECTAL CANCER PREDISPOSITION 

It has been shown that having a first-degree relative with CRC increases the risk of disease to 

approximately twofold and more than fourfold when having more than one relative with the 

disease. Also, the risk increases up to fourfold if the relative is diagnosed at an early age 

(<45) indicative of a genetic contribution when the CRC development occurs earlier in life 

(Johns & Houlston, 2001). 

In a large twin study, Lichtenstein et al. estimated the genetic contribution to CRC 

development to 35%, and the remainder would be due to environmental factors (Lichtenstein 

et al., 2000). Today, approximately 10-15% can be explained by genetic factors (Whiffin & 

Houlston, 2014). Further investigation to learn about the missing genetics is needed to be able 

to explain the total genetic burden. The remaining genetic contribution is likely to be 

attributable to a mixture of low- to moderate penetrant genetic variants acting together. 

1.3.1 Colorectal cancer syndromes 

Two to three decades ago, the genetic research focused mainly on large families and the 

localization and identification of CRC susceptibility high-penetrance genes were successfully 

reported by linkage and positional cloning studies (table 1). 

Table 1. Known genetic predisposing CRC syndromes  

Gene(s) Syndrome Risk in mutation 

carriers 

Genetic 

model 

Reference 

APC Familial 

adenomatous 

polyposis 

90% by age 45 Dominant Bodmer et al. 1987 

MMR (MLH1, 

MSH2, MSH6, 

PMS2) 

Lynch Syndrome 40-80% by age 75 Dominant Peltomaki et al. 1993, Lindblom 

et a.l 1993, Miyaki et al. 1997, 

Hendriks et al. 2006 

SMAD4/BMPR1A Juvenile polyposis 

syndrome 

17-68% by age 60 Dominant Howe et al. 1998, Howe et al. 

2001 

STK11 Peutz-Jeghers 

syndrome 

39% by age 70 Dominant Hemminki et al. 1998 

MUTYH MYH-associated 

polyposis 

35-53% Recessive Al-Tassan et al. 2002, Lubbe et 

al. 2009 

POLD1/POLE Oligopolyposis  Dominant Palles et al. 2013 

Adapted and modified from (Whiffin & Houlston, 2014).  
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1.3.1.1 Familial adenomatous polyposis  

Familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP) is caused by mutations in the tumor suppressor gene 

APC. Herrera et al. were the first to demonstrate a deletion of chromosome 5q in a CRC 

patient (Herrera, Kakati, Gibas, Pietrzak, & Sandberg, 1986). This was followed by two 

independent studies reporting linkage of CRC to chromosome 5q21 (Bodmer, Bailey, 

Bodmer, Bussey, Ellis, Gorman, Lucibello, Murday, Rider, Scambler, & et al., 1987; Leppert 

et al., 1987). Germline mutations in APC were, in 1991, demonstrated to cause FAP (Groden 

et al., 1991). The incidence of FAP is estimated to around 1:10,000 – 30,000 and accounts for 

approximately 1% of all CRC cases (Bogaert & Prenen, 2014). Generally, patients with FAP 

develops hundreds to thousands of adenomatous polyps in colon and rectum in late childhood 

and adolescence and if left untreated they will develop into cancer (Kinzler & Vogelstein, 

1996). Other features reported in FAP are upper gastrointestinal tract polyps, congenital 

hypertrophy of retinal pigment epithelium, desmoid tumors as well as other extracolonic 

malignancies (Galiatsatos & Foulkes, 2006).  

FAP  is a autosomal dominant disease and for the majority of patients a germline mutation 

occurrs in APC. De novo mutations are estimated to account for 25% of the mutations 

(Bogaert & Prenen, 2014). In sporadic tumors, a mutation in APC occurs early in the 

chromosomal instability (CIN) pathway (Kinzler & Vogelstein, 1996; Powell et al., 1992) 

described in 1.2.1. Individuals carrying a de novo germline APC mutation are predisposed to 

polyps and subsequent colorectal cancer. When the wild-type alleles in cells become 

inactivated by a second-hit mutation, adenomatous polyps start to develop. This event 

supports the two-hit-hypothesis proposed by Knudson in 1971 (Knudson, 1971).    

The APC gene plays a role in the WNT-signaling pathway by regulating the transcription 

factor β-catenin. APC prevents accumulation of β-catenin. An inactivating mutation (e.g. 

insertions or deletions) in the gene leads to a truncated protein which follows by β-catenin 

accumulation and the control of the cell proliferation is lost. Most germline mutations are 

within exon 15 (at the 5´end, position 1061 and 1309) (Galiatsatos & Foulkes, 2006). The 

APC protein is composed of 2843 amino acids. 

Today, around one thousand APC mutations are known to cause FAP (Bogaert & Prenen, 

2014). Due to the different types of mutations, phenotypic variants of FAP exists. One variant 

is attenuated FAP (AFAP), a milder form of FAP with lesser number of adenomatous polyps 

(10-100), later clinical presentation and also with a lower risk of cancer development 

(Bogaert & Prenen, 2014). The cumulative CRC risk for a AFAP patient at the age of 80 is up 

to 75% in the proximal colon. Gardner syndrome (GS) is a variant characterized by osteomas, 

dental anomalies, epidermal cysts, and soft tissue tumors. Turcot syndrome (TS) is an 

association between CRC and medulloblastoma, a cancerogenic tumor in the brain 

(Galiatsatos & Foulkes, 2006). Additionally, a mutation in APC, I1307K, is found to be 

associated with CRC in the Ashkenazi Jewish population with a frequency of 10% of 

Ashkenazi CRC patients compared to 6% in controls (Laken et al., 1997).  
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1.3.1.2 Lynch Syndrome 

Over hundred years ago, a pathologist Aldred S. Warthin, described a family with different 

cancer types: the “family G” (Warthin, 1985). Later, in 1966, Henry Lynch and colleagues 

observed families with an early onset and dominant genetic predisposition to colorectal 

cancer but with a different phenotype than FAP due to absence of multiple colonic polyps 

(Lynch, Shaw, Magnuson, Larsen, & Krush, 1966). This syndrome was called Lynch 

Syndrome (LS) and later also hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer (HNPCC). It is 

characterized by rapid growth from adenoma to carcinoma, right sided tumors and a mean 

age at diagnosis of 45 years. Also other cancer types like endometrium, stomach, bowel, 

pancreas, urinary, brain and ovaries occurs in this syndrome. Up to 3% of CRCs are 

attributed to LS (Lynch & de la Chapelle, 2003). The lifetime risk of developing CRC for a 

LS patient is 25-75% with an increased risk in MLH1 and MSH2 mutation carriers compared 

to MSH6 and PMS2 carriers who in addition have an increased risk for endometrial cancer 

(de Vos tot Nederveen Cappel et al., 2013).  

As described earlier, MMR genes are responsible to repair errors during DNA replication. LS 

develop due to germline mutations in the MMR genes where MLH1 and MSH2 account for 

90% of the mutations and MSH6 approximately 7-10%. It is estimated that PMS2 is 

responsible for 1-2% of MMR mutations (Hendriks et al., 2006; Lynch & de la Chapelle, 

2003; Peltomaki & Vasen, 2004).  

In 1993, HNPCC was mapped to chromosome 2p16 (Peltomaki et al., 1993) and 3p21 

(Lindblom, Tannergard, Werelius, & Nordenskjold, 1993; Peltomaki et al., 1993). Both these 

loci where identified by linkage analysis in two and three large families respectively. The 

disease causing genes were recognized as MSH2 and MLH1 (Bronner et al., 1994; Fishel et 

al., 1993; Leach et al., 1993). MSH6, was identified a little later and localized close to 2p16 

(within 1 Mb from MSH2) (Akiyama et al., 1997; Drummond, Li, Longley, & Modrich, 

1995; Miyaki et al., 1997) and PMS2 were localized to chromosome 7p22 (Hendriks et al., 

2006; Nicolaides et al., 1994).  

Diagnosis classification criteria of LS, the Amsterdam criteria I, were proposed 1991 (Vasen, 

Mecklin, Khan, & Lynch, 1991). This criteria was revised in 1999 to be less stringent and to 

also include extracolonic cancers, Amsterdam criteria II, (table 2) (Vasen, Watson, Mecklin, 

& Lynch, 1999). Later on, the Bethesda criteria (table 3) were established to be used for 

identifying patients for MSI screening (Rodriguez-Bigas et al., 1997; Umar et al., 2004). The 

MSI test, using five microsatellite markers (BAT25, BAT26, D2S123, D5S346 and 

D17S250), is performed on tumor and matching normal DNA. MSI at two or more markers is 

defined as MSI-H, at one marker or no markers as MSI-L and MSS, respectively.  
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Table 2. Amsterdam Criteria II 

There should be at least three relatives with an LS-associated cancer* and: 

One should be a first-degree relative of the other two 

At least two successive generations should be affected  

At least one cancer should be diagnosed before age 50 

FAP should be excluded in the CRC case 

Tumors should be verified by pathological examination 

*LS-associated cancer: CRC, cancers of endometrium, small bowel, ureter or renal pelvis.  

 

Table 3. The Bethesda Criteria (revised) 

Tumors from individuals should be tested for MSI in the following situations: 

CRC diagnosed in patients who is less than 50 years of age 

Presence of synchronous, metachronous CRC or other LS-associated tumor*, regardless of age 

CRC with the MSI-H histology diagnosed in a patient who is less than 60 years of age 

CRC in a patient with one or more first-degree relatives with an LS-related tumor, with one of the cancers 

being diagnosed under age of 50 years  

CRC in a patient with two or more first- or second degree relatives with LS-related tumors, regardless of age  

* LS-associated tumor: colorectal, endometrial, stomach, ovarian, pancreas, ureter and renal pelvis, biliary tract, brain tumors, 

sebaceous gland adenomas and keratoacanthomas, and carcinoma of the small bowel. **MSI-H (high), pathological 

associated features include infiltrating lymphocytes, Crohn´s like lymphocytic reaction, mucinous/signet-ring differentiation, 

or medullary growth pattern.  

1.3.1.3 Additional colorectal cancer syndromes 

MUTYH-associated polyposis (MAP) has a recessive mode of inheritance and is associated 

with biallelic germline mutations in the MUTYH gene, mainly the variants Y179C and 

G396D. MUTYH has a role in the base excision repair (BER) system. The syndrome was 

described after the investigation of a FAP phenotype-like family but without an identifiable 

APC mutation. The estimated risk of developing CRC for these patients is 80%. No extra-

intestinal manifestations are described for the patients but polyps in the upper gastrointestinal 

tract are seen in about 30% of them (Al-Tassan et al., 2002). It has been discussed whether it 

also exists an association between MAP and monoallelic mutation, but this has been ruled out 

by at least one study done by Lubbe et al. (Lubbe, Di Bernardo, Chandler, & Houlston, 

2009). Somatic mutations are reported in APC and KRAS. Furthermore, MAP seems to 

proceed through both CIN and MSI pathway (Lipton et al., 2003).  

Peutz-Jeghers syndrome (PJS) patients carry a mutation in STK11 (Hemminki et al., 1998). 

The incidence is estimated to 1:120,000. It is a rare, dominantly inherited condition 

characterized by association to gastrointestinal polyposis (primarily in the small intestine but 

also in stomach, large bowel, and extraintestinal sites), mucocutaneous pigmentation and an 

increased risk of colorectal, gastric, pancreatic, breast, and ovarian cancers (McGarrity, 

Kulin, & Zaino, 2000).  

Juvenile polyposis syndrome (JPS) is caused by mutations in the TGF-β signaling pathway 

genes, SMAD4 or BMPR1A. The syndrome is characterized by hamartomatous polyps and an 

increased risk of gastrointestinal cancer (Howe et al., 2001; Howe et al., 1998). It has an 

autosomal dominant mode of inheritance but with a reduced penetrance. The risk alleles are 

rare but still carrying them gives more than a tenfold risk of developing CRC (Whiffin & 

Houlston, 2014). 
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Recently, high penetrant mutations in CRC families have been reported in the proof reading 

domains of POLD1 and POLE. A germline mutation in POLE L424V predisposes to multiple 

colorectal adenoma and carcinoma where some cases have phenotypic similarities to MAP 

and LS. POLD1 S478N predispose to not only colorectal tumors but also endometrial cancer 

and possibly also to brain tumors (Palles et al., 2013). Interestingly, a recent study reports 

POLE mutation in a large CRC family from Sweden. The variant POLE A363L predispose to 

a broad spectrum of tumors, such as ovarian, endometrial and brain tumors (Rohlin et al., 

2014). Furthermore, it seems like different phenotypes exists in polymerase proof reading-

associated polyposis and, just like LS, caused by different mutations.   

Familial colorectal cancer type X (FCCTX) is described as families who meet the clinical 

criteria’s Amsterdam-I but have no evidence of an abnormality in any of the DNA mismatch 

repair genes. Additionally, in contrast to LS, FCCTX patients may not have an increased risk 

for other cancers; their relatives show a lower CRC incidence and, the mean age is higher, 

60.7 (48.7 for LS). Little is known about the molecular mechanism for FCCTX, but it has 

been suggested to aggregate by chance alone, in combination with lifestyle factors or be due 

to some genetic components yet to be found (Lindor et al., 2005).  

The mixed polyposis syndrome is demonstrated to be caused by duplication and by elevated 

expression of the gene GREM1 which likely reduces the BMP pathway activity which drive 

tumorigenesis (Jaeger et al., 2012). Moreover, CRC associated syndromes such as Cowden- 

and Bannayan-Ruvalcaba-Riley syndrome have been described with mutations in PTEN 

(Marsh et al., 1998) and Muir-Torre syndrome with deficiency in the MMR genes (Schwartz 

& Torre, 1995). The serrated polyp’s syndrome and FCCTX (mentioned above) cannot fully 

be explained yet. This supports the hypothesis that there exist additional risk genes and 

genetic variants to be found and explained. 

Genetic counselling, pre-symptomatic testing and early detection are of major clinical 

importance. For individuals with an increased risk of developing the disease, surveillance 

programs including mutational screening, regular colonoscopy and removal of precancerous 

polyps can reduce morbidity and mortality.  

1.3.2 Low-risk genetic variants 

Finding genes by linkage analysis have met little success lately. Recently, efforts to identify 

genetic variants with a modest individual risk have been more successful. These variants 

seldom segregate within one family and therefore linkage analysis is not efficient for 

identification. Instead, genome wide association studies (GWAS) (will be explained in 1.5.2) 

have been used to identify numerous single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). The SNPs are 

common low penetrance alleles with a minor allele frequency (MAF) > 10% and each with a 

small individual relative risk: odds ratio (OR) < 1.5. They may, however, additively increase 

an individual’s risk of developing CRC (figure 2).  
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          Figure 2. Polygenic model of 11 CRC-related SNPs. Distribution of risk 

          alleles among cases and controls: black, cases; grey, controls. 

          Adopted from (von Holst et al., 2010), (paper I). 

Since the first GWAS in 2007, over 20 SNPs have been proposed as CRC susceptibility loci 

in the European population (table 4) (Broderick et al., 2007; Dunlop et al., 2012; Haiman et 

al., 2007; Houlston et al., 2010; Houlston et al., 2008; Jaeger et al., 2008; Poynter et al., 2007; 

Tenesa et al., 2008; I. P. Tomlinson et al., 2011; I. P. Tomlinson et al., 2008; I. Tomlinson et 

al., 2007; Whiffin et al., 2014; Zanke et al., 2007). Since GWAS are used to capture 

variations in the genome, the knowledge of each SNP´s actual effect is limited. Using tag-

SNPs in linkage disequilibrium (LD) makes it even more difficult to know which the 

strongest candidate variant is. Also, since most of these CRC-associated SNPs are within 

non-coding regions of the genome, the influence on the gene regulation and disease 

development is difficult to explain.   

Table 4. CRC susceptibility loci in the European population. 

Locus Closest gene(s) SNP (tagged) Reference 

1q25.3 LAMC1 Rs10911251 Whiffin et al. 2014 

1q41 DUSP10 Rs6691170 Houlston et al. 2010 

3q26.2 TERC, MYNN Rs10936599 Houlston et al. 2010 

6p21.2 CDKN1A Rs1321311 Dunlop et al. 2012 

8q23.3 EIF3H Rs16892766 Tomlinson et al. 2008 

8q24.21 MYC Rs6983267 Zanke et al. 2007, Tomlinson 

et al. 2007 

9p24.1  Rs719725 Poynter et al. 2007 

10p14 GATA3 Rs10795668 Tomlinson et al. 2008 

10q24.2  Rs1035209 Whiffin et al. 2014 

11q13.4 POLD3 Rs3824999 Dunlop et al. 2012 

11q23.1 FLJ45803 Rs3802842 Tenesa et al. 2008 

12p13.32 CCND2 Rs3217810 Whiffin et al. 2014 

12q13 DIP2B, ATF1 Rs11169552 Houlston et al. 2010 

14q22.2 BMP4 

 

Rs4444235 

Rs1957636 

Houlston et al. 2008 

Tomlinson et al. 2011 

15q13.3 SCG5, GREM1 Rs4779584 

Rs16969681 

Rs11632715 

Jaeger et al. 2008 

Tomlinson et al. 2011 

16q22.1 CDH1 Rs9929218 Houlston et al. 2008 

18q21.2 SMAD7 Rs4939827 Broderick et al. 2007 

19q13.11 RHPH2, GPATCH1 Rs10411210 Houlston et al. 2008 

20p12.3 BMP2 Rs961253 

Rs4813802 

Houlston et al. 2008 

Tomlinson et al. 2011 

20q13.33 LAMA5 Rs4925386 Houlston et al. 2010 

Xp22.2 SHROOM2 Rs5934683 Dunlop et al. 2012 
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Today, little is known about the role of these variants but some of them map close to genes 

that may influence cancer development. A few variants are close to, or within, genes acting in 

the TGF-β signaling pathway, which is already known to predispose to CRC. The CRC 

associated variant at 18q21.1, in SMAD7, acts as an antagonist in the TGF-β signaling 

pathway. One study reported, after resequencing a large LD block, an association between the 

G allele of Novel 1 (rs58920878) and a reduced expression of SMAD7 in colorectal tumors 

(Pittman et al., 2009). Furthermore, the closest genes in the regions 14q22.2, 20p12.3 and 

15q13.3 are BMP4, BMP2 and GREM1, also members of the TGF-β family (I. P. Tomlinson 

et al., 2011). 

The region on 8q24.21 is associated with an increased risk of developing not only CRC but 

also other tumors, such as breast-, bladder-, ovarian- and prostate cancer (Whiffin & 

Houlston, 2014). For example, the CRC specific SNP rs6983267 has been reported to be 

associated with prostate cancer. The risk allele (G) of rs6983267 affects the last nucleotide in 

a transcription factor-binding site by stronger binding to the WNT-regulated transcription 

factor 4 (TCF4) (Tuupanen et al., 2009), which has been reported to interact with the MYC 

proto-oncogene (Pomerantz et al., 2009). MYC is known to be over-expressed in multiple 

cancer types. Interestingly, the risk allele has been proposed to up-regulate MYC and thus 

worsen the CRC prognosis (Takatsuno et al., 2013).    

The region on 8q23.3 has been further analyzed by sequencing, mapping LD block and 

functional studies. The variant rs16888589, in strong LD with rs16892766, has been 

proposed to explain the association to CRC by the influence of the transcriptional regulation 

of EIF3H. It is shown that higher expression of EIF3H increases CRC progression (Pittman 

et al., 2010). Another study reported that the variants on 8q23.3 and 11q23.1 are associated 

with an increased CRC risk among MMR gene mutation carriers, which indicates that SNPs 

also can act as modifiers (Wijnen et al., 2009).  

In an attempt to replicate the published CRC risk loci in Swedish patients, we performed a 

case-control study on 11 SNPs reported at the time. We were able to confirm most of the 

SNPs and furthermore suggest some unique genotype-phenotype correlations (paper I, 

chapter 4.1). We continued to study these SNPs of interest by doing an association study with 

morphological features. We present some data that might, if replicated in a larger material, 

help to link the genetic contribution with tumor morphology, (paper II, chapter 4.2).     

Moreover, a very recent study identified a novel CRC susceptibility locus at 10q24.2 

(rs1035209). Computer analysis with combined data sets also showed significant associations 

at 12p13.32 (rs3217810, CCND2) and 1q25.3 (rs10911251, LAMC1). CCND2 plays a role in 

the cell cycle control and LAMC1 have earlier been reported with mutation in CRC (Whiffin 

et al., 2014). 

More studies are needed to elucidate the functional role of the SNPs described here and 

thereby explaining the effect on the disease. More SNPs reported to be associated with CRC 
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were not brought up here since they are population specific and not statistically significant or 

validated in the European population.     

Noteworthy, rare mutations and variation changes in genes such as TGFβR1, AXIN2, CDH1, 

CHEK2, CTNNB1, GALNT12, EPHB2, PTPRJ, HRAS1 as well as additional MMR genes 

(not mentioned before) such as EPCAM, MLH3 and MSH3 are also reported to be associated 

with CRC but will not be discussed further (de Jong et al., 2002; Fearnhead, Winney, & 

Bodmer, 2005; Guda et al., 2009; Kilpivaara, Alhopuro, Vahteristo, Aaltonen, & Nevanlinna, 

2006; Richards et al., 1999; Valle et al., 2008; Venkatachalam et al., 2010; Zogopoulos et al., 

2008).  

1.4 EVIDENCE FOR ADDITIONAL COLORECTAL CANCER SUSCEPTIBILITY 
GENES 

1.4.1 Non- FAP/LS familial cancer 

Around 10% of Swedish CRC patients have a family history of the disease but without an 

identified disease causing gene mutation. A Swedish study concluded and categorized these 

patients into sub-groups (Olsson & Lindblom, 2003). Hereditary colorectal cancer (HCRC) 

patients, with a dominant mode of inheritance in the family, having ≥ 3 relatives with CRC 

account for almost 2% of these patients. Patients having two close relatives (TCR) with CRC 

represent more than 8% of these and the SNPs from GWAS studies are estimated to explain 

6% (figure 3) (Olsson & Lindblom, 2003; Picelli, Von Holst, & Wessendorf, 2009). The 

observed CRC lifetime risk is similar between HCRC and LS patients, even though the 

former group is diagnosed later in life. TCR patients show a higher number of adenomas 

compared to LS and HCRC patients. Still, HCRC is considered to be of high-risk whereas a 

TCR patients has a low- to moderate risk of developing CRC (Lindgren, Liljegren, Jaramillo, 

Rubio, & Lindblom, 2002). This indicates that there are both high-risk genes and low-risk 

variants yet to be found.         

 

Figure 3. Distribution based on the genetic background in Swedish CRC cases. Adopted and modified from 

(Olsson & Lindblom, 2003; Picelli et al., 2009).   
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1.4.2 Colorectal cancer susceptibility loci 

A Swedish linkage analysis (will be described in 1.5.1) study on 18 CRC families by 

Djureinovic et al. found suggestive linkage to regions on chromosome 11q13.2-13.4, 

11q22.1-23.1, 14q23.1-24.1 and 22q12.1 (Djureinovic et al., 2006). As a follow up to further 

investigate those regions, Picelli et al. pooled this data by adding 12 families, which 

interestingly gave support for a novel locus on 3q (Picelli et al., 2008). Another study, using 

69 families from the United Kingdom, showed proof of linkage (HLOD> 3) to this region on 

3q21-24 (Z. Kemp et al., 2006).  

A region on 9q has been described as a candidate gene region in many studies. Wiesner et al. 

were the first to report this region at 9q22.2-31.2 (Wiesner et al., 2003). Skoglund et al. 

confirmed this region, using Swedish families, and defined the region to be within the 

previously reported region with a maximum LODscore of 2.4 at 9q22.32-31.1 for one large 

family. Further fine-mapping narrowed down this region to 7.9 centimorgan (cM) (Skoglund 

et al., 2006). Once again Kemp et al. managed to find suggestive linkage also within this 

region and defined the region to 9q22.33 (Z. E. Kemp et al., 2006).   

Saunders et al. have reported evidence for linkage to regions on chromosome 9q33.3-q34.3, 

10p15.3-p15.1 and 14q24.3-q31.1 (Saunders et al., 2012) and Roberts et al., using serrated 

polyposis cases, published linkage to chromosome 2q32.2-q33.3 (Roberts et al., 2011).  

Furthermore, performing linkage analysis using an Ashkenazi family resulted in linkage to 

CRC at locus 15q14-22 (CRAC1) (I. Tomlinson et al., 1999).Within this region, the gene 

GREM1 is now known to be disease causing for hereditary mixed polyposis syndrome 

(Jaeger et al., 2012).  

Recently, an American study by Cicek et al. proposed CRC linkage to four regions: 4q21, 

8q13, 12q24 and 15q22 (Cicek et al., 2012). Using the same approach as Cicek et al., who 

performed subgroup analysis such as: all families, high risk families, moderate risk families 

and early onset families, our group tried to confirm these findings using 121 Swedish 

families. None of these regions were replicated. However, suggestive linkage to loci 9q31.1 

was found, which once again indicate a disease-causing gene in this region yet to be found. 

Additionally, suggestive linkage to 4p16.3, 17p13.2 and Xp22.33 was reported (Kontham, 

von Holst, & Lindblom, 2013) (paper III, chapter 4.3).  

In recent times our group performed a linkage analysis on colon- and rectal cancer families 

which identified linkage to the region 6p21.1-p12.1 in the colon cancer families and to 

18p11.2 in the rectal cancer families (von Holst et al, unpublished data, paper IV, chapter 

4.4).  
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1.5 STRATEGIES FOR FINDING COLORECTAL CANCER PREDISPOSING 
GENES 

1.5.1 Linkage analysis    

Linkage analysis has been an effective tool when identifying monogenic disease causing 

colorectal cancer genes like APC, and mis-match repair genes (MMR) like MLH1 and MSH2 

(Bodmer, Bailey, Bodmer, Bussey, Ellis, Gorman, Lucibello, Murday, Rider, Scambler, & et 

al., 1987; Lindblom et al., 1993; Peltomaki et al., 1993).  

The basic idea of linkage analysis is to identify shared genomic regions in family members 

who segregate the disease (figure 4). Family members are genotyped for numerous of genetic 

markers, microsatellites or SNPs, spread in the genome. These polymorphic markers have 

known genomic positions from public marker maps. Genotypic data is used to find linked 

regions; i.e. regions that are likely to segregate with disease more often than expected by 

chance.  

 

 

During meiosis, crossing-over between loci on two homolog chromosomes occurs, i.e. 

recombination. Recombination is more likely to occur if two loci are distant and thus more 

unlikely the closer the loci are. The likelihood for a recombination to occur, is described by 

the recombination fraction theta () and ranges from zero to 0.5. Two loci are completely 

linked when =0; no recombination has occurred and they segregate together to the next 

generation. Unlinked loci, far in distance on the same or a different chromosome, corresponds 

to =0.5. The genetic distance between two loci could be measured by theta; 1% of 

recombination corresponds approximately to 1 cM of genetic distance.   

There are two main variants of linkage analysis: parametric analysis and non-parametric 

analysis. Parametric analysis is also known as model-based analysis since it requires defining 

the genetic model and providing information such as mode of inheritance, penetrance rate and 

disease allele frequency. The probability of linkage is defined as the logarithm of odds (LOD) 

score where the odds of linkage represent the ratio of two hypotheses; the alternative 

hypothesis that the loci are linked (=0) and the null hypothesis that the loci are not linked 

(=0.5) (Morton, 1955). A LOD score of ≥3 (the odds of 1000:1 in favor of linkage) indicate 

linkage and thus that the marker and disease are linked and not separated by recombination. 

Linkage ≤ -2 indicates no linkage, conferring that the disease are not linked to the marker. 

Figure 4. Simplified illustration of linkage analysis; nr 1 segregates with the disease. 
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Everything in between ≥3 and ≤ -2 are considered to be suggestive linkage and requires 

further studies. When several families are studied the LOD scores are summed up.  

Non-parametric linkage (NPL) is an alternative to be used when the mode of inheritance, 

dominant or recessive, is unknown (Kruglyak, Daly, ReeveDaly, & Lander, 1996). NPL is 

thus a model-free method and is suitable when analyzing a complex disease influenced by 

numerous genes, environmental factors and their interaction. This method was originally used 

for sib-pair analysis, NPLpairs, and calculates the probability for affected relative pairs to share 

identical-by-decent (IBD) alleles at a locus close to the disease gene more often than 

expected by random segregation. To fulfill the IBD criterion these alleles have to be inherited 

from the same ancestor. According to Mendelian second law of inheritance the probability for 

a sib-pair to share 0, 1 or 2 alleles are 25%, 50% and 25%. If the pair would share allele’s 

more than random assumptions, linkage would be indicated. Later this method was further 

developed and applied to general pedigrees, NPLall, where not only sib-pair but the alleles of 

all affected relatives are compared (Whittemore & Halpern, 1994).  

No further biological or physiological information is needed to perform the linkage analysis, 

which is an advantage with this tool. One disadvantage with linkage analysis is the lack of 

consideration of genetic heterogeneity; where the disease trait is caused by mutations at 

several different loci. One way to come across this is to map one family at a time, informative 

enough, as was done for MLH1 and MSH2 genes (Lindblom et al., 1993; Peltomaki et al., 

1993). However, many families and thus many genotyped affected individuals increase the 

power to detect linkage, but it is important to be selective when collecting families; they need 

to segregate the same phonotype. When a linked region is identified, additional studies are 

needed to find the harboring gene. 

1.5.2 Association studies 

Genome-wide association studies were introduced in the beginning of the 21st century as a 

complementary tool to be used in the continuous search for colorectal cancer susceptibility 

loci. Numerous genetic variants are analyzed and their frequencies compared between a case 

cohort (affected individuals) and a control cohort (unaffected individuals), preferably in a 

large population. Common single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), variation at a single 

DNA base, are used. If a SNP is more common among the cases compared to the controls, 

the SNP is associated with the disease. 

A GWAS is often preceded by at least two steps. First cases and controls are genotyped for a 

large number of SNPs. The SNPs with the lowest p-value are then replicated in an additional 

independent cohort of cases and controls to verify which SNPs of interest remain, thus avoid 

reporting false-positive findings. For a SNP to be considered significant the p-value must be 

low (10
-8

 or below), when correction for multiple testing has been done. The Bonferroni 

correction is generally applied even though it tends to be a bit strict because it considers all 

SNPs to be independent from each other and not correlated as known due to linkage 

disequilibrium (LD). This could lead to loss of potentially interesting SNPs (Pearson & 
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Manolio, 2008). LD refers to a number of alleles or genetic markers occurring more or less 

frequently, as haplotypes, than would be likely by chance.  

The allele frequencies could vary between population subgroups, due to ethnicity or 

geographical background and could confound the results. To avoid this, adjustment for 

population stratification can be made (Pearson & Manolio, 2008). A way to avoid population 

stratification is to perform family-based association studies where the affected offspring are 

the cases and the unaffected parents the controls. The frequencies of transmitted and non-

transmitted alleles to the affected child are calculated for the markers.  

Association studies could be performed using different methods and genetic models. Odds 

Ratio (OR) is calculated by comparing frequencies in cases and controls. It is significantly 

better to compare not only genotypes for the homozygotes but also combining homozygotes 

and heterozygotes for the risk- or wild-type allele to clarify any dominant and recessive 

effect.    

Due to the rapid development of high throughput genotyping technologies, assays with over a 

million variants/SNPs are used nowadays. Until today, over 20 SNPs have been reported to 

be associated with colorectal cancer in the European population (Broderick et al., 2007; 

Dunlop et al., 2012; Haiman et al., 2007; Houlston et al., 2010; Houlston et al., 2008; Jaeger 

et al., 2008; Poynter et al., 2007; Tenesa et al., 2008; I. P. Tomlinson et al., 2011; I. P. 

Tomlinson et al., 2008; I. Tomlinson et al., 2007; Whiffin et al., 2014; Zanke et al., 2007).    

1.5.3 Next generation sequencing 

Using next generation sequencing (NGS), also called massively parallel sequencing, makes it 

possible to sequence millions of DNA fragments at the same time. The sequenced fragments 

are aligned with a reference genome with the help of bioinformatics tools. Annotations of the 

variants convey their position in a gene and frequency information (from databases) and 

categorize them by their functional class.  

Compared to conventional Sanger sequencing, the most beneficial effect of NGS is the speed 

and the possibility to sequence one entire human genome in few days as a cost effective 

alternative. Still in its infancy, NGS has problem such as mis-incorporation of bases during 

PCR amplification and difficulty to map sequences correctly (Meldrum, Doyle, & Tothill, 

2011). Despite this, NGS is most likely as accurate as Sanger sequencing nowadays (Esteban-

Jurado, Garre, et al., 2014).   

It is optional to do whole-genome sequencing (WGS) or capture and sequence only specific 

regions of interest or the coding parts, the exons. Whole-exome sequencing (WES) is cheaper 

than WGS and, since the majority of mutations in Mendelian disorders are within coding 

regions, it is a suitable alternative. The cost reduction allows sequencing more patients or 

gives a higher coverage (average time a nucleotide has been sequenced), which is needed for 

a variant to be accurately called and retained in the filtering process. When looking at 

candidate variants one should consider the mode of inheritance, penetrance and frequency of 
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the disease. Variants shared among affected and not shared among unaffected are to be 

chosen. Additionally, genes in pathways or interacting genes already known to be involved in 

the disease development could at first be stronger candidates. Candidate variants should 

preferably be tested in additional patients. 

NGS will hopefully add more knowledge of the functional variation responsible for 

Mendelian and common diseases. Recently, WES identified a number of rare pathogenic 

CRC predisposing variants (Esteban-Jurado, Vila-Casadesus, et al., 2014).  

1.5.4 Additional approaches 

The candidate gene approach is a method to test a potential gene contributing to the disease 

development. This can be done in disease linked/GWAS regions by investigating genes that 

might have a pathogenic role. Also, functional genes that may have a potential role in disease 

mechanism, like genes acting in disease pathways or other genes known from previously 

published data, could be validated. Candidate gene studies have, during the last two decades, 

identified rare moderately-penetrant risk alleles with a MAF < 2% and with a relative risk 

(RR) < 2.0. These rare variants are hypothesized to give a small and independent increased 

risk for disease development (Whiffin & Houlston, 2014). For example, the variant -93G>A 

of MLH1 is reported as a low-penetrance variant for CRC, specifically in relation to MSI-H, 

and the influence has been shown to be independent of CRC loci identified by GWAS 

(Whiffin et al., 2011). Furthermore, the variant APC I1307K found in 6% of the general 

Ashkenazi Jews population and in 28% with a family history of CRC increases the risk 

approximately twofold (Laken et al., 1997; Whiffin & Houlston, 2014).   

Somatic chromosomal alterations are commonly found in tumors. Deleted regions in tumor 

cells but not in normal cells may pinpoint that tumor suppressor genes are located within 

these regions. LOH of the wild-type allele at 19p and significant results from a linkage study 

supporting the same region was seen when identifying Peutz-Jegher syndrome (Hemminki et 

al., 1997). Even though constitutional chromosomal changes are rare, they can point toward a 

susceptibility gene which was done when localizing APC (Bodmer, Bailey, Bodmer, Bussey, 

Ellis, Gorman, Lucibello, Murday, Rider, Scambler, & et al., 1987).   
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2 AIMS OF THE THESIS 

The overall aim of this thesis was to investigate predisposing genetic loci, both low- and high 

risk variants, underlying the development of colorectal cancer.  

The specific aims were: 

1. To confirm published CRC susceptibility loci in a Swedish-based cohort and study 

genotype-phenotype correlations. 

2. To investigate correlations between CRC susceptibility loci and morphological 

features. 

3. To identify novel colorectal cancer loci by genome wide linkage analysis in CRC 

families. 

4. To identify novel colon and rectal cancer loci by linkage analysis followed by exome 

sequencing in regions of interest. 
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3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

3.1 PATIENTS 

The case cohort in paper I and paper II were CRC patients of Swedish origin recruited 

through the Swedish Low-Risk CRC Study Group from 14 different hospitals from central 

Sweden during 2004–2006. Paper I was composed of 1786 consecutive CRC cases. The 

mean age (at diagnosis) was 68.6 years (range 28–95 years), 53% were men and 47% were 

women and 22% had a family history of CRC among first- or second-degree relatives. The 

control cohort was composed of 1749 individuals as follows: 1319 blood donors from the 

general population between the age of 18 and 65 years and 430 unaffected spouses of CRC 

patients with the mean age of 66.3 (25–92) years, which were cancer-free (at the time of 

blood collection) and did not have a family history of any type of cancer. Paper II included 

1572 cases in the analysis (after exclusion FAP and LS cases according to Amsterdam 

criteria). The cases were evaluated and discussed by experienced gastrointestinal pathologists 

using established consensus criteria regarding morphological parameters.  

The families used in paper III and paper IV were ascertained through the clinical genetics 

department at the Karolinska University Hospital in Stockholm, Sweden between 1990 and 

2005. FAP was excluded using medical records from affected individuals and Lynch 

syndrome was excluded using our current clinical protocol (Lagerstedt Robinson et al., 2007). 

Furthermore, families with at least two affected relatives informative for linkage analysis, 

thus at least a sib-pair, were included and individuals with colorectal cancer or a polyp with 

high degree dysplasia were coded as affected. In paper III, 121 CRC families were used. In 

paper IV, CRC families were divided into specifically colon and rectal families respectively. 

A family was considered a colon- or rectal cancer family depending on what tumor site was 

most prominent in the family. Families with a less clear predominance of one of the two 

locations were not included and thus 88 (32 colon and 56 rectal) families were used in this 

study.  

3.2 METHODS 

3.2.1 Genotyping 

3.2.1.1 Papers I and II 

We genotyped one SNP from each locus among those published; rs16892766 on 8q23.3, 

rs6983267 on 8q24.21, rs719725 on 9p24, rs10795668 on 10p14, rs3802842 on 11q23.1, 

rs4444235 on 14q22.2, rs4779584 on 15q13.3, rs9929218 on 16q22.1, rs4939827 on 

18q21.1, rs10411210 on 19q13.1, rs961253 on 20p12.3 and excluded the following from the 

analysis: rs355527 on 20p12.3 (tagged by rs961253) and rs7259371 on 19q13.1 (tagged by 

rs10411210). Six of the SNPs (rs9929218, rs719725, rs4444235, rs4779584, rs10411210 and 

rs961253) were genotyped using TaqMan SNP Genotyping Assay (Applied Biosystems, 
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Foster City, CA, USA). Genotyping and first-quality check of the remaining five SNPs 

(rs6983267, rs16892766, rs10795668, rs4939827 and rs3802842) were performed, using a 

technology developed by Nanogen, at deCode Genetics, Reykjavik, Iceland.  

A Taqman assay includes two allele-specific probes containing the complementary base of 

the SNP alleles analyzed as well as sequence specific primers. The probes comprise, for each 

allele separate fluorescent (VIC or FAM) dyes, and together with the PCR primer, they pair 

to detect the specific target SNP. The assay align with the genome to observe the allele of 

interest.   

3.2.1.2 Papers III and IV 

Genotyping was done, at the SNP Technology Platform in Uppsala, separately in two 

different sets of family material. Genotyping of 548 patients with 6090 markers was 

performed by the Illumina Infinium assay using the Illumina HumanLinkage-12 DNA 

analysis bead chip. Additionally, 52 subjects were genotyped using the Illumina Golden Gate 

assay and the Illumina Linkage Panel IVb (6008 markers). Arrays were processed according 

to manufactures protocol. Two marker files were merged and 7256 markers were used in the 

analysis. 

3.2.2 Statistical analysis 

3.2.2.1 Test for association, Paper I 

Deviations of the genotype frequencies in cases and controls from those expected under 

Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium were calculated by χ
2
-tests (one degree of freedom). Allelic 

frequencies of the SNPs in the case and control groups were compared using a χ
2
-test (allele 1 

(common) vs allele 2 (minor)) and odds ratio (OR) was calculated. Analyses using different 

genetic models were done: comparison of homozygotes (genotype 11 vs 22), dominant (11 vs 

(12+22)), recessive ((11+12) vs 22) and allele frequency ((1) vs (2)), using DeFinetti 

programme. Level for significance and confidence intervals (CIs) was set to p<0.05 and 95% 

respectively and the results were validated using Statistica 7.0 (StatSoft Inc., Tulsa, OK, 

USA).  

For the genotype–phenotype analysis, we studied sex, age of onset (early vs late, >60 years), 

family history of CRC (any case of CRC among first- or second-degree relatives), location, 

colon vs rectum and right vs left (proximal and distal to the splenic flexure). Cross-tabulation 

analysis, pearson χ
2
-test was done using Statistica to calculate the p-value (significance was 

set to 0.05).  

3.2.2.2 Test for association, Paper II 

Histopathological assessment included in paper II was done according to a standardized 

protocol (by pathologist Sam Ghazi). The micromorphological parameters assessed were 

tumour grade, stage, medullary features, mucin production, mucin type, Crohn-like 

peritumoral lymphocytic reaction (CLR), tumor infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs), desmoplasia, 
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tumor necrosis, vascular invasion, perineural growth, co-existing polyps, budding and type of 

tumor margin (for more details see chapter 1.1.3 and material and methods paper II).   

The cross tabulation between SNP data and morphology was done using Statistica version 8, 

(Statsoft Inc., Tulsa, OK). Pearson χ
2
-test was used for calculating the p-value. Genotype–

phenotype analyses were done using the DeFinetti program. χ
2
-tests (one degree of freedom), 

OR, p< 0.05 and 95% CI was used. The results were validated using Statistica version 8.  

3.2.3 Linkage analysis 

3.2.3.1 Papers III and IV 

The principles of linkage are discussed in 1.5.1. Pedcheck was used to check for Mendelian 

errors. The family based genetic model was used for parametric linkage analysis for all 

chromosomes, including chromosome X. As a supplement, non-parametric analysis using 

Whittemore and Halpern NPL statistics was made. LOD scores as well as heterogeneity LOD 

scores were computed using MERLIN (version 1.1.2). Both dominant and recessive mode of 

inheritance was analyzed and the disease allele frequency was set to 0.0001. The penetrance 

rates for the dominant and recessive mode of inheritance for homozygous normal, 

heterozygous, and homozygous affected were set to 0.05, 0.80, 0.80 and 0.001, 0.001, 1.0 

respectively. 

In paper III, four different analyses were performed using different sets of families: all 

families, all families with at least three cases (high-risk), all families with CRC among sibs 

(moderate-risk) and families with a mean age below 50 (early-onset). In paper IV, two sub-

sets of analyses were run using colon and rectal families respectively.  

3.2.4 Exome sequencing 

3.2.4.1 Paper IV 

Twelve patients from six families, three colon- (110, 301, 350) and three rectal (8, 918, 1213) 

cancer families respectively, were selected for exome sequencing. In four families two 

affected sibs were sequenced. In one family a single patient was sequenced and in the last 

family three sibs were chosen. These families were chosen based on their contribution to the 

HLODscores in the linkage regions.  

Exome capture was performed at SciLifeLab Uppsala using TruSeq Exome Enrichment kit 

(Illumina). For one patient, exome capture was performend at SciLifeLab Stockholm using 

SureSelect XT Human All Exon V5 (Agilent, CA, USA). Libraries were sequenced on 

Illumina HiSeq2500 systems (Illumina, CA, USA) according to manufacturer's instructions. 

Base calling was performed using RTA (Illumina), filtering and demultiplexing by CASAVA 

(Illumina). 

The raw reads from the sequencing centers at Uppsala and Stockholm were mapped to the 

hg19 GRCh37 reference genome sequence using bwa (0.5.9), variants called using GATK (v 
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1.0.5974) after realignment and recalibration. After quality check, the variant call format file 

(vcf) for all individuals was provided from the sequencing center in Uppsala. ANNOVAR 

(released fri 23 aug. 2013) was used to annotate and tabulate our linked regions of interest, 

which added information such as gene name, position, function and amino acid change. 

1000genomes was used to verify the minor allele frequency (MAF) and the rsID was taken 

from dbSNP (ver. 138). Additionally, we filtered the vcf file to keep non-synonymous 

variants and indels. We ended up analysing all exonic non-synonymous variants and 

table_annovar was used to summarize the variants common among our affected individuals.  
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 PAPER I  

Association studies on 11 published colorectal cancer risk loci 

Genome-wide association studies have recently been performed on different diseases with a 

great success in discovering disease associated loci. At the time this study was performed, 11 

CRC loci had been reported to be associated with the disease. In order to replicate those 

findings in a Swedish sample set a case-control study was done for those 11 loci. 

Significant association between SNPs and Swedish CRC patients were seen for five of the 11 

SNPs: rs16892766, rs6983267, rs10795668, rs4779584 and rs4939827, thus confirming 

previous publications (Broderick et al., 2007; Jaeger et al., 2008; I. P. Tomlinson et al., 2008; 

I. Tomlinson et al., 2007).  

For the SNP rs16892766 on 8q23.3, an increased risk of CRC was identified (P=0.002 for all 

analyses except under the recessive model) with the highest OR=1.34 (1.13–1.60) for the 

heterozygous. The risk suggested for the variant rs6983267 on 8q24.21 was confirmed in all 

the analyses, with the highest OR=1.37 (1.13–1.67) for the homozygous state. rs4779584 on 

15q13.3 could be confirmed with an increased risk for  heterozygous individuals, OR=1.18 

(1.02–1.36). The protecting effects suggested for rs10795668 on 10p14 and rs4939827 on 

18q21.1 were both confirmed for homozygous and heterozygous carriers with an OR=0.66 

(0.52–0.83) and OR=0.82 (0.70–0.96), respectively.  

The rest of the SNPs were not statistically significant but rs3802842 on 11q23.1 indicate a 

CRC risk showing an OR=1.27 for homozygous. rs9929218 on 16q22.1, rs10411210 on 

19q13.1 and rs961253 on 20p12.3 showed weaker results in the same direction as previous 

publications. Finally, the two SNPs rs719725 on 9p24 and rs4444235 on 14q22.2 were not 

confirmed.  

We could confirm five out of the 11 CRC-associated SNPs using a Swedish case cohort. 

However, most of our results showed similar OR as previous publications but without a 

significant p-value. Our data supports that these variants are associated with a little increased 

risk for disease development.    

A polygenic model of distribution of risk alleles between cases and controls in the Swedish 

population shows a clear shift with a higher number of alleles in affected individuals 

compared to controls. This pinpoints towards the additive effect the number of risk loci may 

have on CRC patients. 

Genotype–phenotype analysis was performed for all 11 loci and for sex, age, family history 

and tumor location. Four associations were seen, three for age and one for family history. 

Being homozygous for the risk allele G for rs6983267 (8q24.21) showed association with 
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older age (P=0.0014). In contrast, for rs1075668 (10p14) the risk allele G was associated with 

younger age (P=0.035) and sporadic cases (P=0.047). The T allele of rs10411210 (19q13.1) 

was associated with younger age (P=0.045) in homozygotes. Replications are needed to 

verify these genotype-phenotype associations.  

Other studies done at that time have performed genotype–phenotype analysis for only one of 

the loci, 8q24.21, and sex, tumor site, age at diagnosis and family history. Our observed 

association between rs6983267 (8q24.21) and age, was not seen in other studies. 

Furthermore, the other studies did not show any significant association with sex or tumor site. 

However, Tuupanen et al. reported an association between this locus at 8q24.21 and family 

history (Haiman et al., 2007; Poynter et al., 2007; Tuupanen et al., 2008).  

At the time for our study, 11 CRC risk loci were published. Short after, two publications 

reported new loci associated with an increased risk for CRC (Houlston et al., 2010; I. P. 

Tomlinson et al., 2011). Since then, our Swedish material has been included in the additional 

GWAS and meta-analysis performed in the European material. One study reported three new 

CRC susceptibility loci: 6p21 (rs1321311 near CDKN1A), 11q13.4 (rs3824999 intronic to 

POLD3) and Xp22.2 (rs5934683, near SHROOM2) (Dunlop et al., 2012). Recently, three 

additional loci were presented associated with an increased CRC risk at locus 10q24.2 

(rs1035209), 12p13.32 (rs3217810, intronic in CCND2) and 1q25.3 (near LAMC1) (Whiffin 

et al., 2014).   

4.2 PAPER II  

Colorectal Cancer Susceptibility Loci in a Population-Based Study - Associations with 

Morphological Parameters 

We performed association analysis of CRC associated SNPs and morphological parameters. 

Of the 11 tested SNPs, six showed significant correlations to ten different tumor features. 

After OR- and p-value calculations five genotype-phenotype correlations remained 

statistically significant.  

Heterozygous carriers of the T allele of rs6983267 (8q24.21) and homozygous carriers of the 

C allele of rs4444235 (14q22.2) were both associated with a decreased Crohn-like 

peritumoral lymphocytic reaction (p=0.021 and p=0.024, respectively). rs10795668 (10p14) 

showed association between heterozygous carriers and poor differentiation (p=0.015). The T 

allele of rs10411210 (19q13.1) was negatively associated with desmoplastic response 

(p=0.004) for homozygous. For the variant rs961253 (20p12.3), the A allele showed 

association with mucin-producing tumors for both homozygous and heterozygous carriers 

(p=0.010 and p=0.009). Furthermore, homozygous carriers of the A allele presented more 

frequently tumors with circumscribed margins (p=0.034) but opposite results were seen for 

heterozygote carriers.    

The susceptibility locus at 8q24.21 (rs6983267) has previously been associated with an 

elevated risk of adenoma development and an increased risk for prostate cancer (I. Tomlinson 
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et al., 2007; Yeager et al., 2007). Interestingly, significant correlation between this SNP and 

MMR status (normal protein expression for MLH1, MSH2, MSH6 as well as MSI-L/MSS), 

tumor site (distal) and later tumor stage has been reported (Cicek et al., 2009). In our study, 

being heterozygote for the T allele (protective allele) was associated to Crohn-Like 

peritumoral lymphocytic infiltration (CRL), an immune response which has been linked to 

improved survival (Graham & Appelman, 1990). On the contrary, the risk allele on locus on 

14q22.2 (rs4444235) showed associated with CRL.  

The SNP on 19q13.11 (rs10411210) was negatively associated with desmoplastic response 

for homozygote carriers of the variant allele (T). Desmoplasia may have a protective effect 

though it inhibits cancer invasiveness by building barrier against tumor diffusion (Caporale et 

al., 2005).  

The region on 20p12.3 harbors a risk allele (A) associated with mucin-producing tumors. 

Mucinous differentiation may be used as an indicator of MMR deficiency (Langner et al., 

2012). The same SNP showed conflicting association with tumor margin; homozygote 

carriers showed association to circumscribed margin whereas heterozygote carriers showed 

and opposite effect. This makes it difficult to interpret this result.  

Heterozygosity for the variant allele (A) at 10p14 (rs10795668), reported to be a protective 

allele, was correlated to poor differentiation.  

Furthermore, associations between rs719725 and necrosis, budding as well as desmoplastic 

reaction showed inconsistent results in homo- and heterozygous carriers indicating that these 

results are probably false positive. The same conclusion was drawn for the association 

between rs961253 and infiltrative tumor margin.  

It is difficult to interpret some of these correlations because the pathogenicity is still unknown 

for most of the variants. However, the locus 8q24.21 has been reported to affect the 

transcription factor-binding site for TCF4 and thereby up-regulate the oncogene MYC, which 

might explain some of the increased CRC risk observed in carriers of the G allele (Tuupanen 

et al., 2009). Additionally, the closest genes in the regions of 20p12.3 and 14q22.2 are BMP2 

and BMP4, both belonging to the TGFβR-family, a morphogenic factor in CRC (I. P. 

Tomlinson et al., 2011). BMP4 is overexpressed by human colon cancer cells with mutant 

APC genes. Interestingly, this supports the hypothesis that WNT and BMP pathways interact 

in cancer pathogenesis (J. S. Kim et al., 2002). The region 19q13.1 is in LD with the gene 

RHPN2, member of the RhoGTPase family. Increased expression of RhoC is correlated with 

decreased survival time in CRC patients (Bellovin et al., 2006). Further studies are needed to 

validate our findings in additional cohort. 
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4.3 PAPER III  

Linkage Analysis in Familial Non-Lynch Syndrome Colorectal Cancer Families from 

Sweden 

The estimated lifetime risk of CRC is 5% in the general population. Having a family history 

of the disease increases this risk. Only a small number of the genetics of CRC can be 

explained by a known gene mutation. In order to identify novel candidate genes predisposing 

to CRC, we performed a genome wide linkage analysis on 121 Swedish CRC families. We 

divided the families into four sub-groups: all families, high-risk families, moderate-risk 

families and families with an early age of onset of CRC. By using this approach we tried to 

replicate the beforehand reported findings from Cicek et al. showing linkage to 12q24 in all 

CRC families, 4q21 in early onset 15q22.31 in high-risk families and to 8q13.2 in moderate 

risk families (Cicek et al., 2012).   

No evidence of linkage was found in our study and we failed to confirm the previously 

reported regions by Cicek et al. However, we could report suggestive linkage in the recessive 

analysis to two regions with a HLOD= 2.2 (rs1338121) for high-risk families, at locus 9q31.1 

and for moderate-risk families, at locus Xp22.33 the HLOD=2.5 (rs2306737). Furthermore, 

for the families with early-onset, one locus on 4p16.3, LOD=2.2 (rs920683) came up as the 

most prominent one. Also, for the same sub-set group one more locus came up on 17p13.2 

with a LOD/HLOD=2.0 (rs884250). We could not see any NPL score above two. 

We could not show a statistical significant result from this linkage analysis. However, our 

region on chromosome 9q31.1 falls within the region reported before (Z. E. Kemp et al., 

2006; Skoglund et al., 2006; Wiesner et al., 2003). It has been shown that germline allele-

specific expression in the gene TGFBR1 occurs in 10-20% patients compared to only in 1-3% 

of controls (Valle et al., 2008). Another study show little support for this gene, with pooled 

data results, with an OR=1.20 (95% CI, 0.64-2.24) for homozygosity, 1.11 (95% CI, 0.96-

1.29) for heterozygosity, and1.13 (95% CI, 0.98-1.30) for carriers of TGFBR1*6A (Skoglund 

et al., 2007). Also, the gene GALNT12, in this regions, has been demonstrated with truncating 

somatic and germline mutations and defects in the O-glycosylation pathway which partly 

underlie aberrant glycosylation that would influence the risk of developing CRC (Guda et al., 

2009).  

Four genome wide linkage studies, including our, have been published recently. All using 

SNP array chips (Cicek et al., 2012; Kontham et al., 2013; Roberts et al., 2011; Saunders et 

al., 2012). Interestingly, none of the studies succeeded to replicate each other’s regions. It 

might be due to the difference in sample set used or ethnicity in the families.      

Further studies are needed to evaluate all candidate regions and genes before one could 

conclude the importance of our results. We aim to look at exome-data for our families of 

interest at our four regions.  
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4.4 PAPER IV 

Linkage analysis in familial colon- and rectal cancer  

By subdividing the colorectal cancer families into colon and rectal families, we hope that it 

could result in new specific phenotypic loci. Previous studies show that tumor location is 

different in FAP compare to HNPCC and that different tumor sites give different genetic 

alteration and allelic loss at 5p, 17q and 18 (Bufill, 1990; Delattre et al., 1989). Also, it has 

been shown that gene and protein expressions and mutation rates differs among colon and 

rectal cancer (Frattini, Balestra, Pilotti, Bertario, & Pierotti, 2003; Kapiteijn et al., 2001).  

Linkage analysis showed no LOD or HLOD score above three for our 56 rectal- or 32 colon 

cancer families (306 and 169 individuals). However, results close to three could be 

demonstrated for colon- as well as rectal families with a HLOD=2.49, for the colon families 

on locus 6p21.1-p12.1 and a HLOD=2.55 for the rectal families on locus 18p11.2. These 

regions, are around 6 Mb and 10 Mb respectively, and have not yet, to our knowledge, been 

reported by other linkage studies. This might be due to the fact that no previous linkage 

analysis has been performed studying colon- and rectal families separately.  

Our 88 families were quite small which explains why only a few families (110, 301 and 350 

in the colon region and 8, 918 and 1213 in the rectal region), (figure 5), contribute to each 

max HLOD. In total, 12 patients were investigated using whole exome sequencing to further 

study the candidate region on chromosome 6 and 18. In total, 25 colon and 27 rectal variants 

remained interesting after filtering all but exonic and splice-site variants with a MAF< 20%. 

We consider variants shared among family members and furthermore, variants shared among 

more than one family as stronger candidates. Altogether, 49 synonymous SNVs, one 

frameshift insertion and two non-frameshift deletions were shortlisted. Of these, 27 variants 

non-synonymous single nucleotide variants (SNVs) were kept among the rectal patients and 

25 variants among the colon patients where 10 were non-synonymous SNVs, one a 

frameshift insertion and two non-frameshift deletions. 

Studying the table of variants, some of them, in the genes LRFN2, CUL7, CUL9 and PTK7 

on chromosome 6, are more likely to be involved in cancer development. Even though 

population specific, SNPs located in initial region of LRFN2 is shown to be in strong linkage 

disequilibrium with a SNP (rs2494938 at 6p21.1) associated with multiple cancers in the 

Chinese population (Jin et al., 2012). Interestingly, CUL7 has been suggested as an oncogene. 

Kim et al. showed that CUL7 can bind directly to P53 which can prevent cells from P53-

dependent apoptosis. Also, they proposed that CUL7 can interact with MYC to promote 

anchorage-independent cell growth (S. S. Kim et al., 2007). Furthermore, within the same 

protein family, CUL9 is as a tumor suppressor gene that promotes P53-dependent apoptosis 

(Pei et al., 2011). PTK7, presented in two families, is said to be up-regulated in cancers, 

including CRC and might be involved in cell proliferation and apoptosis even though the 

function remains unclear (Meng et al., 2010).  
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Of the 27 variants in the ten candidate genes on chromosome 18, four are particularly 

interesting candidates. The variant in the gene APCDD1 is shared between family members 

in two families. APCDD1 is suggested to be regulated by the β-catenin/Tcf complex involved 

in colorectal tumorigenesis (Takahashi et al., 2002). Another interesting variant, present in 

one of our families, are within the gene ROCK1, which is part of the Rho-kinase family and 

even though the exact role needs to be elucidated, it has been proposed to be involved in 

WNT-signaling pathway. ROCK1 has shown to be involved in the CRC development (Sari et 

al., 2013). The gene CTAGE1 is described as a cancer antigen for T-cell lymphoma and other 

malignancies (Usener, Schadendorf, Koch, Dubel, & Eichmuller, 2003). The POTEC gene 

had one variant shared in two families and other variants in single families. POTE-18 is a 

member of the POTE family, which consists of homologous genes located on chromosomes 

2, 8, 13, 14, 15, 18, 21, and 22. The gene on chromosome 21 is expressed in prostate cancer 

and other cancer types (Bera et al., 2002).  

In conclusion, we propose two new linkage regions for colon- and rectal cancer. Within those 

linked region there are interesting candidate genes likely to predispose to the CRC 

development. Further studies are needed to support or exclude these to be the disease causing 

variants. 

Figure 5. Pedigrees of three colon (110, 301, 350) and three rectal (8, 918, 1213) cancer families.   

            
    
  Family 110               Family 301                                 Family 350 

 

     
 
                   Family 8                 Family 918                     Family 1213 

 
Black=affected, white=unaffected, ?=unknown, small polyps or other cancers. Crossed=dead. X=DNA 

available and used in linkage. 
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5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES 

The overall aim with these studies was to investigate genetic predisposing factors underlying 

the development of colorectal cancer. More specifically, finding and confirming both high-

risk genetic factors and low-risk variants.  

The conclusions made from the thesis are: 

Published CRC risk loci could be confirmed in the Swedish population. Even though all 

eleven were not significantly confirmed, most of them showed similar OR as previous 

publications. We also showed some significant genotype-phenotype correlations, which need 

to be replicated in a larger dataset. Furthermore, looking at a polygenic model among the 

Swedish patients, cases share higher number of risk alleles, which may indicate the collective 

effect of low-risk variants. At present, an international low-risk study with more than 500,000 

SNPs is being genotyped in around 45,000 CRC patients. More than 3,000 Swedish patients 

are included in the study. 

Investigating correlations between the CRC risk loci and morphological parameters resulted 

in some new unique results. Five out of 11 CRC loci showed correlation to specific 

morphological features. Our data may be of help linking the genetic contribution and tumor 

morphology. These findings need to be replicated in other populations and in a larger patient-

set, such as the ones from the ongoing GWAS on the low-risk study.  

Linkage analysis in 121 CRC families from Sweden resulted in suggestive linkage to 

chromosome 9q in our high-risk families. This region has been published before in several 

studies. Genes in this region such as TGFBR1 and GALNT12 have been reported to have 

some impact on CRC development. The region includes several other genes and further 

studied are ongoing.    

By sub-dividing our CRC families into colon- and rectal families specifically, we report two 

chromosomal regions with suggestive linkage to disease. A region on chromosome 6 was 

suggested for the colon families and one region on chromosome 18 for the rectal families. 

Exome sequencing of these regions helped us to identify common mutated variants within the 

families. Some of these variants have a potential role in the cancer development. A few 

interesting candidates are being tested in a larger material at the moment.      

It has been difficult lately to map genes responsible for Mendelian diseases. It is more likely 

that what is left to find are rather low-risk variants giving a slightly increased disease risk 

alone or variants that act as modifiers who actually influence genes already known to be part 

of the CRC pathways.  

Low-risk variants, SNPs, associated with CRC have been found through GWAS and meta-

analysis. These variants give a very little relative risk alone but acting together they may have 
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an impact on disease development. However, even though there is a statistical significant 

correlation between these loci and CRC, the biological mechanism and functional 

characterization of the SNPs are mostly unknown. Until the overall contribution of low-risk 

SNPs is known, they cannot be used in diagnostics and many more loci and risk SNPs are 

expected from ongoing studies and meta-analysis.   

During the time working with this thesis a lot has happened in the field of genetic research. It 

is now possible to use high throughput techniques such as NGS, which make it possible to 

sequence an entire human genome within short time. Still in its infancy, the techniques will 

be more accurate and the mapping of genetic causes for disease development will continue 

and hopefully result in additional knowledge to be used in diagnostics and disease prevention.  
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6 SAMMANFATTNING PÅ SVENSKA 

Tarmcancer är den tredje vanligaste cancerformen i västvärlden. Män och kvinnor drabbas i 

samma omfattning. I Sverige drabbas årligen över 6000 personer av tarmcancer. Det finns 

kända livsstilsfaktorer som ökar risken att drabbas av tarmcancer, såsom övervikt, en kost rik 

på rött kött och animaliskt fett, rökning och en för hög alkoholkonsumtion men även 

förekomst av inflammatoriska tarmsjukdomar medför en ökad risk. En kost rik på frukt och 

fibrer samt fysisk aktivitet har en skyddande effekt mot cancerutveckling. En av de största 

riskerna att drabbas av tarmcancer är förekomsten av sjukdom hos nära släktingar. Att ha en 

nära släkting med sjukdomen fördubblar risken att insjukna medan två nära släktingar med 

tarmcancer ger en fyrdubbelt ökad risk.  

Majoriteten av de som drabbas av tarmcancer är sporadiska patienter, dvs de har inga nära 

släktingar med sjukdomen. Studier har visat att upptill 35% av risken för att insjukna i 

tarmcancer antas bero på genetiska faktorer. Idag kan man förklara 10-15% av alla cancerfall 

med hjälp av kartlagda genetiska faktorer. Ca 5% kan förklaras av högrisk gener som orsakar 

ärfliga cancersyndrom som familjär colonpolypos (FAP) och Lynch Syndrom (LS). FAP 

kännetecknas av tidigt insjuknade pga hundtals polyper i tarmen. Även LS kännetecknas av 

tidigt insjuknande. Både FAP och LS patienter har ökad risk för andra tumörformer. De gener 

som orsakar FAP och LS är kända och genetisk testning och preventionsprogram utgör en 

viktig komponent för dessa patienter och deras släktingar. De resterande procenten kan 

härledas till gener som utgör en måttlig risk samt till s.k. lågrisk varianter som är associerade 

med en något ökad risk för sjukdomen. Flertalet familjer som har en till synes ärftlig form av 

tarmcancer bär inte på någon mutation i någon av de kartlagda generna. Det är därför viktigt 

att fortsatta arbetet med att lokalisera gener som är sjukdomsorsakande i dessa familjer.  

Denna avhandling syftar till att genom associations- och kopplingsstudier identifiera nya 

genetiska sjukdomsorsakande faktorer.  

I Studie I ville vi konfirmera publicerade risk-varianter (SNPs) som medför en liten 

riskökning för tarmcancer. Vid tiden för studien hade 11 riskloci rapporterats. Vi genotypade 

och jämförde dessa varianter hos 1786 svenska patienter och 1749 friska kontrollpersoner. Vi 

kunde bekräfta att fem av dessa 11 varianter är associerade med en ökad eller minskad risk 

för tarmcancer. De resterade varianterna påvisade likande resultat som tidigare rapporterats 

men utan statistiskt säkerställande. Vi gjorde genotyp-fenotyp korrelationsanalyser för kön, 

ålder vid insjuknande, familjehistoria av cancer och tumörens lokalisation. Vissa intressanta 

korrelationer kunde påvisas.   

I Studie II undersökte vi om det finns någon korrelation mellan de genetiska varinterna ovan 

(samma som studie I) och morfologiska parametrar i tumörer. Vi analyserade 15 

histopatologiska parameterar i 1572 patienter. Fem genetiska varianter kunde påvisas med 

statistiskt signifikant association till morfologiska parameterar.  
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I Studie III gjorde vi en hel-genomvid kopplingsanalys, för att identifiera gemensamma 

kromosomala regioner som nedärvs hos sjukdomsdrabbade individer. Vi använde 121 

familjer med ärftlig tarmcancer, där FAP och LS hade uteslutits. Vi fann stöd för koppling till 

sjukdom i en region på kromosom 9. Denna region har tidigare identifierats som 

kandidatlocus och vår studie stödjer alltså teorin om sjukdomsorsakande gen/gener i denna 

region.  

I Studie IV utfördes kopplingsanalys i två grupper: 32 familjer med ärftlig tjocktarmscancer 

och 66 familjer med ärftlig ändtarmscancer. Studier har tidigare visat att det kan vara olika 

genetiska och molekylära mekanismer beroende på om cancern uppkommer i tjocktarmen 

eller ändtarmen. Vi identifierade två kromosomala regioner med koppling till sjukdom, en 

region för tjocktarmsfamiljerna och en för ändtarmsfamiljerna. Vi sekvenserade exonen (som 

är de kodande delarna av gener) i dessa regioner i utvalda patienter. Flera intressanta 

kandidatgener identifierades.  

Sammanfattningsvis har vi bekräftat tidigare publicerade genetiska varianter och loci 

associerade med tarmcancer hos svenska patienter. Vi har identifierat ett samband mellan 

genotyp-fenotyp och genotyp-morfologiska faktorer. Genom kopplingsanalys har vi 

identifierat nya kromosomala regioner som kan spela en roll i tarmcancerutveckling. 

Kandidatgener i dessa regioner studeras förnärvarande.  

Det är viktigt att identifiera individer med förhöjd risk för cancer. Identifiering av nya 

riskgener leder till bättre diagnostik och prevention av tarmcancer.      
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